PARSHALL BRAVES Insider News
A Message from the Superintendent
Looking Forward…...Here’s to 2-0-2-1!
The recent holiday season has been unique; a product of a 2020 upheaval brought on by the COVID
pandemic. Our normal routines have been modified in ways that most of us are not comfortable with and
likely wish never took place. The year did not spare our schools. We experienced significant changes that
all too frequently have had an adverse impact on student success. However, despite the difficulties created
by the pandemic, the Parshall School District (PSD) will look to ride the positive momentum created by our
reopening towards greater successes in 2021!
Having our schools open to those who are able to participate with “face to face learning” is extremely important and staying open is
our objective. So, what can we do to keep “face to face” learning as an option at PSD? The answer is simple: we must continue to be
diligent in our utilization of safety precautions: frequent sanitation of hands (washing/using hand sanitizer), using masks when unable
to maintain appropriate distancing, and staying home when experiencing symptoms-three significant actions we can take in an effort
to keep PSD open.
Moving into a new calendar year always provides an element of excitement and renewed commitments. Our commitment is to
continue to meet the needs of our students. Working together, we can

The decision to distance learn or be face to face was
to be made by the end of the first day of school
January 4th. Students will be marked absent if not
following the decision made. The decision must be
followed through for the 3rd Quarter.
Calendar of Events
January 13 - Early Out
January 18 - No School Martin Luther King Day
January 24 - 29 Winterfest Week
February 11 - Parent Teacher Conference
February 12 - No School
February 15 - No School President’s Day
April 24 - Prom

Telephone Numbers:

Elementary 701-862-3417

High School 701-862-3129

Elementary Spotlight
Dear Parshall Elementary School Families;
On behalf of the staff at Parshall Elementary School staff, we would like to wish all families and
community members a “Happy New Year!”
I hope you had a relaxing and fun Winter Break. It is hard to believe that we have been doing this COVID19 thing almost a year. We all miss the holiday events and daily activities here at the elementary school
and hope that spring will provide us with this opportunity.
Although teaching and learning looks very different, our students have worked really hard the first semester and I can’t wait to see how they improve throughout the rest of the year.
Our goal is to start the 2021 year off engaging everyone in raising awareness about the importance of attending school and conveying the
right message to the parents and students. Attendance messaging builds a habit and a culture of attendance by helping everyone understand why going to school regularly matters and what they can do to ensure students are in school.
No attendance initiative is complete without attention to parents, who are crucial in turning around chronic absence. In some cases, especially in the early grades, parents may not understand the importance of good school attendance or realize how quickly absences can add
up.
Best wishes in the new year!

December
Attendance
82.93%

Attendance
Goal
95%

1st Semester
Attendance
85.31%

 Your children can suffer academically if they miss 10 percent of the school year or about 18 days. That can be just one day every two weeks, and
that can happen before you know it.

 Some absences are unavoidable. We understand that children will get sick and need to stay home occasionally. The important thing is to get your
children to school as often as possible.

 Sporadic absences, not just those on consecutive days of school, matter. Before you know it – just one or two days a month can add up to nearly
10 percent of the school year.

 If too many absences occur, it is still a problem whether they are excused or unexcused because they represent too much lost learning time in the
classroom.

 Attendance matters as early as kindergarten. Studies show many children who miss too many days in kindergarten and first grade can struggle
academically in later years. They often have trouble mastering reading by the end of third grade.

 Preschool is a great time to start building a habit of good attendance. Young children with poor attendance in preschool also lose out on valuable
learning time and if chronic absence continues into kindergarten, it can pull down academic achievement.

 By middle and high school, chronic absence is a leading warning sign that a student will drop out.
 Too many absent students can affect the whole classroom, creating churn and slowing down instruction.
 Families should avoid extended vacations that require your children to miss school. Try to line up vacations with the school’s schedule. The same
goes for doctor’s appointments.

 For younger children, you can set a regular bedtime and morning routine. Make sure they get 9 to 11 hours of sleep. You can lay out clothes and
pack backpacks the night before.

 For older children, you can help them develop homework and bedtime routines that allow for 8 ½ to 9 ½ hours of sleep. Make sure that when the
lights go out, so do the cell phones, video games and computers.

 Get to know the teachers and administrators. With younger children, make sure you introduce your child to teachers before school starts and keep





in touch with the teachers. For older students, school officials can help you stay on top of academic progress and social contacts to make sure your
child is staying on track.
Above all, set an example for your child. Show him or her that attendance matters to you and that you won’t allow an absence unless someone is
truly sick. Avoid asking older students to help with daycare and household errands.
You can turn to the school for help. Many schools offer services for the whole family.
You can ask your principal to calculate chronic absence rates for the whole school. Even if your child attends regularly, it’s important to know how
many students in your child’s school are missing 10 percent or more of the school year.
Seek help from the school or community if you are facing tough challenges related to access to health care, unstable housing, poor transportation
or lack of food. More schools and community agencies are working together to offer help for the whole family.
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Elementary Spotlight
3rd Grade A-Mrs. Amy Campbell
Mrs. Campbell’s 3rd grade class has been working EXTREMELY hard on multiplication. They have focused on 4 main strategies to solve these problems. At first, they
found it was hard to explain the strategies, but as they practiced they became
pros! To celebrate each new mastered skill throughout the year, 3A students have
completed MATH CHALLENGES. They have completed the Flour Challenge, Hubba Bubba Challenge, and Bean
Boozled Challenge. To celebrate all of their hard work on multiplication, they got to complete the Teacher
Makeover Challenge. For each correct answer and strategy explanation students got to pick what makeup to
add to Mrs. Campbell. They did an AMAZING job and had so much fun! They will continue to complete Math
Challenges as they master more Math skills this year. Some challenges they are looking forward to include the
Sour Challenge and Pie Face Challenge. WAY TO GO 3A!

2nd Grade A– Mrs. Katrina Frank
We are having “SNOW” much fun in Mrs. Frank’s Second Grade 2a class. Students are
excited to be back in school, both online and in person. They are working hard and doing
a great job. In reading this week, they learned all about hibernation and shared what
they had learned from the book. Students had also learned about nocturnal animals and
wrote about their favorite animals from the text.
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Middle/High School Spotlight
Parshall High School is making it possible to
achieve outstanding goals by our students.
These students have taken online classes through Dakota Bottineau College. They have earned three college credits. They are enrolled in Pre-Calculus for an
additional four college credits.

DC College Algebra & Pre-Calculus students
L to R Jadyn Sagert, Harley Clemensen, and Lawrence Polanco.
In December, a dozen of our students were given an amazing opportunity to
participate in a social justice forum. The summit, hosted by Close Up, a nonprofit group
out of D.C., gave students the opportunity to talk about social justice issues in tribal
communities. Our students met online for three weeks with peers from three other
schools, broke up into teams and created presentations each addressing a social
issue. Miss Kimberly Shirkey is their advisor.

Some seniors are loving being back in school,
but they forgot how to do their hair!
This senior will remain anonymous!

Middle School English
The Middles School English class has been busy. Mrs. Erica McRae said, "In the spirit of “I Have a Dream,” the students composed and
delivered speeches that address a wrong or injustice they see in society. They also had to make sure to argue why this is an injustice
and what can be done to bring attention to the issue."
Ms. Young Bird went and sat in on the classes as the students presented. She said she was very impressed by the students speeches
and looks forward to hearing more from our upcoming eighth graders.
Mrs. McRae has shared a couple of speeches with us.
Telephone Numbers:
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Brinley Hoff
1/5/21
Mrs. McRae
English
Speech
Child Abuse and Neglect
I would like to say that before I go on, I would like to inform you that everything I will be talking about is based on factual information.
“Imagine being a child who fears his/her own parents. Imagine being a child who has to live with the fear of getting beaten
up every single day of life. Imagine being a child who does not want her mom to leave for work because she knows that she will be
sexually abused by her caretaker as soon as her mom leaves. Imagine being a child who has no one to share his/her thoughts with.
This makes it clear that the topic I am going to address today is child abuse and neglect.”
Before I had to do this project, I didn’t know that this was such a big problem and I am bringing this to your attention because we need to be educated more about Child neglect to correct it. This needs to be heard by more people.
I feel the need to talk about this situation will help find the solution. If you don’t know what child abuse and neglect is then
I will give you examples of why I chose this. I will tell you the difference between child abuse and child neglect. But, before I tell you
the differences between the two, I would like to say the two types of abuse that I chose to explain to you is Physical and Emotional
abuse.
1. Physical Abuse
2. Physical abuse is when you hit someone hard with force. An example of physical abuse is when someone hits you violently.
3. Pushing someone down with muscle.
4. Emotionally Abused - When you are emotionally abused, it can cause depression, anxiety, and even post traumatic stress
disorder.
5. An example of emotional abuse is when someone bullies you. They are using your emotions against you.
Now that I’ve explained to you some of the types of abuses there are, I would like to get back to telling you the differences between
Child abuse and child neglect. The dictionary defintion of child abuse is, “Child abuse is when a parent or caregiver, whether through
action or failing to act, causes injury, death, emotional harm or risk of serious harm to a child.” Just so you know, a child is being
younger than 18 years old. Some symptoms of child abuse can cause,






Attempt to run away
Rebellious or defiant behavior
Self-harm or attempts at suicide
Sudden loss of self-confidence

Child abuse isn’t just about bruises, black eyes, or even broken bones, it is so much more than that. Children’s lives are at risk and
they are suffering.
I'm sorry I’m using this topic as my social injustice problem so i can’t really make any humorous jokes about it.
The proper definition of neglect is, “Child neglect is failure to provide adequate food, shelter, affection, supervision, education, or
dental or medical care.” If you’re going to have a child and you do not have the basic needs or responsibility to take care of one then
you need to get in contact with someone who can be there to help. “A child might be left hungry or dirty, or without proper clothing,
shelter, supervision or health care. This can put children and young people in danger. It can also have long term effects on their physical and mental wellbeing.”
Prevention/solution:
What you and I both can do to prevent child abuse and neglection is calling someone for help, checking up on each other, offering
child care services, and more. When you think of the words “Child Abuse”, do you just think of a baby or a young child? (Pause) It’s
not just about whether it's a baby or a child, it could be someone your age that is in need of help that is too scared to reach out.
Maybe this person is even struggling with staying safe online.
Thank you all for listening to this very important situation. I hope that my speech really motivated and educated you to fight
for these children’s health.
If you saw signs of child abuse and neglect, what would you do?
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Dwight Old Rock
Speech

Missing Murdered Indigenous Women
Savanna Greywind, Olivia Lonebear, Cecilla Whiteford, Frenda Knows Gun, Allision Highwolf, Stephanie Brown, Selena Not Afraid, Beverly
Littlecrow, along with thousands more that are missing or murdered Indigenous Women. These women can never be with family or friends.
Can never attend a community/cultural event, or even be seen at schools. Their families can never hug or hold them, laugh, dance with
them. In most cases, families cannot move forward with the grieving process of burying their loved ones. This has been a huge issue
amongst many Native American nations in the US and Canada. Reason being, that women are disappearing or murdered at a higher rate
than any other race. The many MMIW go through unspeakable acts of violence and malice. There is a huge disconnect with government/
state/city officials to document and investigate these cases.
According to Powwows.com, The US Department of Justice maintains records on murders every year across all demographics of men and
women in the country. When it comes to indigenous women, they are 10 times more likely to be killed than the average national murder
rate. The national murder rate in 2018, was 15,498 murders. According to the Urban Indians health Institution “67% of the number of cases
in between 2005-2009 that the U.S attorneys declined to prosecute of native community matters involving sexual abuse”. The website also
stated “On some reservations , the number of sexual violence against native women comitted by non-natives is 96%”. MMIW are not accurately identified in most statistics. There is a huge lack of tallying up the accurate numbers for this injustice that I hate talking about. It’s
really sad and the government is ignoring us and neglecting my race and the matriarchs in it. The US government is like a working husband
from the 1940s that neglects their house wives and children, and only seeks being around them at their own convenience. This is 2021, our
women, sisters, mothers, grandmothers, aunties, need to be found, cases need to be investigated, perpetrators need to be prosecuted for
their deplorable actions.
There are women that are spearheading a movement to bring awareness to nations, communities, cities, and the government. Their main
purpose is to create an accurate updated database with the thousands of missing murdered indigenous women. Ruth Buffalo who is a very
influential North Dakota House of Representative from district 27, has helped with the Savanna Act. Under Savanna’s Act, currently federal
law, bridging gaps between state, local, federal, tribal law enforcement agencies. There has always been a lack of teamwork between the
agencies listed. The act also outlined the importance of the Justice Department to report MMIW statistics, develop a comprehensive guideline for the MMIW cases, training to law enforcement agencies on how to record tribal enrollment numbers for victims in federal databases. The Savanna Act was eventually passed by the house and later signed into law by President Trump on October 10, 2020. Another
woman that has been influential with this movement is the U.S. House Representative Deb Haaland from New Mexico. She has been very
outspoken about this movement at the National Levels. She also was able to speak on Savanna’s Act and The Not Invisible Act, where the
government is required to work with survivors who were affected by trafficking or other violent crimes.
There have been many other Indigenous women on social media that have brought awareness to the movement and reciting the names of
the MMIW. Women and Men, can wear the color Red or wear red on traditional clothing to honor the women missing and murdered. In
addition, placing a red hand over mouths, symbolizes the voices of these women being silenced. Staying Sacred Is a monthly program that
educates you through self defense , and I think this is very crucial.
Although there is federal law in place for the missing murdered indigous women, I hope one day to open up my computer and see some
actions being done to this injustice.
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This & That ...
Jalyn Hall, how did/do you feel scoring 1000 pts in
your high school career?
What advice do you give your younger peers/teammates that have the same goal to reach 1000 pts in
their high school career?
Where are you thinking of attending college?
What is one of the happiest moments your senior year?
Who in the school system do you think deserves a shout out for their hardwork student or staff
member?
Scoring my 1000 points has always been one of my dreams growing up. I’ve watched many great
athletes do it and I’ve always wished to able to do it one day too. It was a great feeling and accomplishment I’ll never forget. My advice to other athletes is to always dream big and to work
hard everyday. Nothing comes easy but if you keep thriving it’ll all be worth it, special moments
like this don’t go unnoticed. It’s a amazing feeling and memory you’ll never forget. Nothing is impossible as long as you believe. I plan on attending college. I am keeping my options open for
now until I find my perfect fit. My happiest moment this senior year is just being able to practice
everyday and attend games with my teammates. I think my whole team deserves a shout out as
they come to practice everyday and work hard from start to finish. I am extremely thankful for every single one of them. They all are very important to the team and me. My coach also pushes us
everyday to be the best we can and believes in us just as much as we believe in each other.

Senior Jalyn Hall scored 1000 points on Monday, January 4,
2021 as the Parshall Braves took on Killdeer Cowgirls. The
Lady Braves beat the Cowgirls with a score of 62-47.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
Physical Address: 601 Main Street
Mailing Address: PO Box 69 Parshall, ND 58770
Superintendent Office
701-862-3129
Superintedent: Shane Sagert
Superintedent Secretary: Cyndi Goudge
Business Manager: Joani Tucker
FOR ALL BUILDINGS
Grounds & Building: Brent Stacy
Technology/Website: Orie Goudge
Lunch Program: Janet Danks
Transportation: Shane Sagert/Cyndi Goudge
ELEMENTARY
Main Office/Attendance
701-862-3417
Physical Address: 211 1st Avenue NW
Mailing Address: PO Box 69 Parshall, ND 58770
Principal: Anthony Esquibel
Building Secretary: Kim Sanderson
School Counselor: Angela Krueger
Speech: Maritza Folden
MIDDLE SCHOOL/HIGH SCHOOL
Main Office/Attendance
701-862-3129
Physical Address: 601 Main Street
Mailing Address: PO Box 158 Parshall, ND 58770
Principal: Amber Young Bird
Building Secretary: Jessica Miller
School Counselor: Crystal Hayden
Speech: Maritza Folden
Athletic Director: Melichi Four Bear
Parshall School District #3
601 Main Street
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Parshall, ND 58770
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